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1 of 1 review helpful Stunning and a very Moving Story By Meredith L Burton Joe Boyd is an author whom I ve just 
encountered Between Two Kingdoms is a riveting tale of two vastly different places Boyd s writing style is simplistic 
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yet also profound As other reviewers have so eloquently stated he has a God given gift for conveying difficult 
concepts in an easy to comprehend style The Upper Kingdom is a In this work of allegorical fantasy author Joe Boyd 
takes us on a pilgrimage to a land of two kingdoms but only one true King An ancient land where children never grow 
old A living land where foundations grow in trees and rivers sing and breathe But also a dying land where the darkness 
of a false prince threatens to swallow everything in its shadow Enter the adventure with Tommy a child of the Great 
King as he and his friends accept the challenge t About the Author Joe Boyd is a teaching pastor at Vineyard 
Community Church in Cincinnati Ohio A gifted communicator teacher and storyteller Joe has been speaking at 
conferences events and churches since he was a teenager In 2002 Joe left voc 
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